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About This Game

360 No Scope is a fast pace shooter that requires skill and accuracy if you want win. Take the fun and chaos of insta-gib mode
throw in the only way to get ammo is by doing a 360, plus ability to run on walls, ceilings, and change your gravity at any time

and you have a fun, chaotic, challenging deathmatch experience like you have never played before, so grab your friends and find
how who is the true No scope champion! Do you have the skill to win?

With Horde mode face endless waves of drones seeking to destroy you. How long can you last?

360 No Scope! Features include
2 Game Modes

Death Match

Horde mode

Full controller support
Wall running

Change your gravity with a push of a button.
Unique game play.
4 player local play
Argument settler
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360 No Scope! was made by a 2 man team.
Music by Eric Skiff
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Title: 360 No Scope!
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Rabid Design Studio
Publisher:
Rabid Design Studio
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Newer 2014

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Generally anything made since 2004

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Anything

English
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I would happily pay for this game to not show up in my library.. Gameplay - Awesome.
Visually - Awesome.
Story - Awesome, funny.
Soundtrack - Awesome.

All around awesome game so far. I'm thoroughly enjoying it and it's great to be the bad guy.. "Your product key is already in
use" Yes, it's in use by me, by me back in 2011, on the same account, on the same email.

We be smelling that scam bs by miles, be aware.. I've never written a game review before, but I feel that my time with Rage 2
warrants a quick one.

Bottom Line Up Front: The game misses the mark in its "open world" offering, adding tedium and pointless driving to repetitive
and stale quests. Not worth the price, but also not worth the time.

1) Your time will be spent doing the following:

- 50% driving pointlessly following a GPS route, ignoring the bland and overly-collisioned landscape. Massive tanks will slam to
a dead stop against bamboo stalks. "Fast travel" takes you to barely useful spawn points so you only waste 10 minutes at a time
driving to missions.

- 30% attacking sidequest bases. Each particular mission may be couched as "blow up the gas tanks" or "find the ARK site" or
"free the base", but they're all functionally the same - run in and kill everyone there, then spend 15 minutes looking for tiny data
pads. Eventually you'll get a tracker so you only spend 8 minutes looking for tiny data pads.

- 15% advancing the storyline

- 5% running from vendor to pointless vendor to buy upgrades. Ostensibly certain missions get you certain upgrade rewards, but
you're so focused on just grinding through the faction missions that only after a few hours do you take inventory of your
upgrade rewards and apply them

You will not have a good time, you will feel your time and money was wasted, and you'll feel like you've done the same actions
1,000 over the course of 10 or so hours.

Note to the makers, the world, or anyone who cares - Open world doesn't mean more time driving between missions. It doesn't
mean canyons and giant mountains and other macro terrain that canalizes movement and reduces the amount of space where
developers have to put anything interesting.
Open world is engaging when it is part of an engaging scenario and is molded and intimately interacted with by the player.
Walking down a faux Times Square in Grand Theft Auto is relatable and fun - ever want to punch a hot dog vendor? Here's your
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chance to do it with no consequence. Want to build your own house and make it your own? Grab Minecraft or Rust.
The key is making the world relevant and relatable to the player. What these developers made is a winding and twisting race
track to drive between quests. They've made a large world a nuisance, not a gift to be opened, explored, and enjoyed.. i love ship
paints, but i also like that this dlc is somewhat optional, i hope they wont remove paints from the standard game just to sell this
:P if they did it would remove some of the grind and loot.

but other than that this dlc is worth it if you like ship customization, i bought it so i can get the "scarred" paint for the
trincomalee (fitting for a pirate ship eh?), i also heard about paints being added in the future, i hope they have scarred for
constitution.. Would've liked it if it would have been at least an Audio Book with a nice narrator-voice. Its not so much
interactive and story is not very deep. As a lil personal project it's okay, but would not recommend it to anyone.. It's still a great
game. Sadly no one plays it anymore. I can only wish that good times will come and I will be able to play this again..
Adds\/increases end game.. While a good game overall, it lacks a lot of key features that make this game essential to be a true
tabletop styled RPG in the main sense...

-Gameplay is rather quick to start, leaving players in the dark about mechanics until mid-to-late game.

-Cannot be played without magic, one must always use an unorthodox method of attack in some points of the game.

-Choices are limited, and often don't matter.

-I played the entire game with heavy weapons and spammed hyper strong attacks, leveling foes in single hits. Not really a
challenge in that regard unless the enemy was stupid powerful and was intended not to be slain.

Overall it felt fun for the first ten minutes until the routine got monotnous.
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Bannerlord is out guys, but its actually named Tales of Glory. Get it, you know you want it.. Free Trading Cards
Empty servers
Nice graphics
Brilliant idea
Try it =D. It´s now in my TRASH category.. Greedy business tactics from the publishers side.

The game is very enjoyable but this 1$ DLC is a joke.
Couldn't think of a better way to make yourself look like a complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
. I mean it's a really cool idea, and I did somewhat enjoy it, but there are a lot of bugs.
And like they are really "game breaking" bugs *in my opinion* - Just because raising my kittens to adulthood was my goal, and
2\/3 of them got stuck in terrain. One in a rock and the other in a bed of water. :\/

And it wasn't like I could pick them up to pull them out, I spent a while trying to save the one in the rock, but because they
couldn't move, they starved to death. The kitten in the water, that was quitting time for me. :P
Honestly if you want to play a game where you play as a big cat and raise your kittens.. Go play Paws: A shelter 2 game. This
game was a nice idea but not as good as Paws. I did however like the variety of animals (prey and enemy) in this game!. Love
this, simple fun adventure type of think of where to do, what to do?. Gives a indication to use your head with no hand holding.
Really nice fun game for anyone. Recommend it highly!
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